
BOOK REVIEW COMPANIES

There are two book reviewing companies that come to mind that are considered reputable. Publisher's Weekly ran an
article on this. In general.

Goodreads has quietly grown into one of the most prolific social networks for book readers. Deadlines for
reviews are two to three weeks. Kirkus Kirkus offers services to authors, like editing and reviews. This takes
the guesswork and hassles out of the equation, allowing you to focus on things you actually love, like writing!
If you have any questions, please reach out to us at usabookreviewers gmail. Instead, work with us and we can
get your book between 4 and reviews on a major book retailer in a timely manner! That age is over. Here is a
list of some of the sites that will send free books for you to review and keep: 8. It did it without a marketing
budget, without a publisher, without a formal review, without a publicity campaign - 50 Shades of Grey
became popular through word of mouth and social networks. I would recommend this book to anyone that
wants a fun urban fantasy book that is very well-paced and honestly should be a seriesâ€¦. These MAY then be
posted on the platform it was purchased from eg: Amazon as well as Goodreads and any other e-book review
portal available to us. Why do these companies pay you to review books? Need faster results? Join Opinion
Outpost, one of the few faithful and honest survey panels and earn cash and gift cards for your opinion. The
company is looking for honest reviews of the books they send to members, and it is free to become a member.
After you do your first review, the company will continue to send you more books for review if they like your
review style and writing style. Or, does it? Bethany House Bethany House is a publisher that focuses on
publishing books that represent historic Christianity. It is really enriching to see more diverse sets of
characters in strong leading roles. After you submit your online application and are accepted as a reviewer,
you can browse the books that are available for review and select one title at a time to be sent for review. Want
More Money? Anyone with the inclination to write and publish a book can do so within weeks - no need for a
publisher, editor or even a good idea. Short stories, for example, will pay less than a long novel. Summary
There are several companies out there that actually pay people to read books. Get Money: Cash In! But, we
share a common passion for helping Indie authors get their work noticed. Join Pinecone Research Now!


